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Task Description:

This task is part of the Human Capabilities Assessments for Autonomous Missions (HCAAM) Virtual NASA
Specialized Center of Research (VNSCOR). 
The goal of this research is to develop conversation analysis to measure and mitigate inappropriate trust in virtual
assistants. These trust measurements will guide system design, particularly the multimodal interactions and mode
switching, as well as how to mitigate over trust and trust recovery. We will use conversation analysis to measure trust at
multiple time-scales from real-time interactions to longitudinal monitoring of trust over a long duration exploration
mission. 

Conversation analysis provides a promising, but relatively unexplored approach to measuring trust. We propose a
conversation analysis at the micro, meso, and macro levels which includes not just the words, but also pauses and facial
expressions. Specifically, at the micro-level, conversation elements include voice inflections, pauses between works and
keystrokes, gaze shifts, and facial expressions. The meso-level analysis includes words exchanged during interactions
with the virtual assistant along with other team interactions as they relate to the automation. At the macro level,
conversational analysis considers interaction time, interaction effort, frequency of interaction, turn-taking, barging in
tendency, and whether it is the person or the virtual assistant who initiates the interaction. Additionally, prior research
into conversational analysis indicates there are novel ways of managing or calibrating trust through the presentation of
information, e.g., manipulating the tone and cadence of the system when using speech and through facial expressions
(Nass & Brave, 2005; DeSteno et al., 2012). 

Due to time delays in communication, long duration exploration missions will require greater crew autonomy and greater
reliance on automation. For this approach to work trust calibration needs to be engineered into the system. Trust is a
critical construct that mediates how well human operators use automated systems, such as virtual assistants, that provide
decision support. Trust affects people's willingness to rely on automated systems in situations that have a degree of
uncertainty and risk. Trust strongly affects the effectiveness of human-agent collaboration, particularly in the
willingness to accept suggestions from a virtual assistant. Knowing whether or not to trust automation can be further
complicated by lack of sleep, workload, task risk, and task complexity. Moreover, as we continue to push the limits of
intelligent systems and rely on them more as decision aids trust calibration (i.e., operator trust is at a level which
matches the automation's capabilities) becomes essential to mission execution. 

Appropriate calibration of trust requires matching the operator's trust to the virtual assistant's current capabilities.
Calibration of trust is not something that can happen once, but must occur throughout the life cycle of the interaction
between operator and automated system (Hoffman et al., 2009). Trust is a dynamic construct that continuously increases
and decreases due to a number of factors, primary the performance of the automated system, i.e., higher performance
leads to higher trust and vice versa. Although much effort focuses on creating more capable and trustworthy automation,
less effort has considered the equally important consideration of creating trustable automation. Trustable automation is
automation that is understandable and that naturally promotes calibrated trust. Therefore, we aim to create trustable
automation by continuously measuring operators' trust unobtrusively and in real-time, and then use this measure to
guide the virtual agent to employ one or more countermeasures to calibrate trust and improve human-system
performance. 
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